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By Evan Currie

BRILLIANCE AUDIO, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New. The coup that
won traitor General Corian the Scourwind throne has been overturned, but his ongoing rebellion
has left the empire divided. Lydia s birthright regained, she adjusts to her role as empress at war,
while Brennan begins training as an elite Cadreman soldier. With tensions rising between the
empire and the Alliance, this momentary lull seems to portend a gathering storm. The royal twins
aren t the only ones sensing peace may not last. Searching for a vanished supply shipment vital to
her own mission of vengeance against Corian, former Cadrewoman turned pirate Mira Delsol makes
a shocking discovery about the theft. As both Mira and Brennan follow similar clues to the fate of
the stolen supplies, their trajectories converge. Now Mira will embark on a perilous attempt to
infiltrate the heart of the enemy camp, while Brennan s path will also lead him across Alliance lines,
and into a lethal confrontation with the Alliance air fleet. But will either of their efforts be enough
to keep Corian from executing his plan to bring the empire to its knees once again?.
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ReviewsReviews

This book will never be straightforward to start on reading through but quite enjoyable to learn. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading
this one. Your lifestyle span will probably be convert once you complete reading this publication.
-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM

This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell you that this is actually the very
best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for actually.
-- Frank Nienow-- Frank Nienow
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